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proached Firuz Jang, he embraced him. The daring enter-
prise of Firuz Jang had turned scarcity into plenty. On hear-
ing this, the Emperor felt highly delighted and is reported to
have said: "As God Almighty has saved the honour of the
house of Timur through the exertions of Firuz Jang, so may
He guard the honour of his descendants till the day of
Resurrection."1
After the siege of Bijapur had dragged on for fifteen months,
the Emperor decided to proceed there in person and conduct
the operations under his own leadership. The presence of the
Emperor encouraged the besiegers and they set heartily to
work at digging trenches and filling up the moat. Ghaziu'd-
Din Khan Firuz Jang had drawn up a plan of action to reduce
the fortress which was brought to the Emperor's notice and
approved. The Emperor sent him an emerald ring through
Siadat Khan.2
The presence of the Emperor disheartened the besieged
who were extremely hard-pressed* on account of lack of pro-
visions. Their men and horses had perished in great distress.
Meanwhile, the exertions of Firuz Jang and other veterans
had brought the besieged to bay and had compelled them to
surrender the fortress. On 10th September 1686, 'Abdur Ra'uf
and Sharza Khan waited on Firuz Jang and settled the
terms of a pact on behalf of Sikander. Next day they were
introduced to the Emperor who received them with great
consideration and honour.
When Sheikh Hidayat Kaish, Reporter-general of news
(Waqai'navis-i-kul), showed the Emperor the account of the
siege, in order to preserve it in the Imperial records office, the
latter with his own pen added this sentence: "Through the
efforts of the noble and dear son, (farzand arjumand)
Ghaziu'd-DIn Khan Firuz Jang, the siege was brought to a
successful termination."3 Thus to his other titles Firuz Jang
received the rare distinction of being addressed as the "dear
son", by the Emperor. The same words were rrientioned by
the Emperor in his dispatch sent to Amir Khan, Subedar of
Kabul.
Aurangzib had not forgiven Abu'l-Hasan for actively help-
1 Khafi Khan, vol. II, p. 319.	2 Ma'athir-i-'Ilamgiri, p. 269.	^
8 Ibid., p. 322.

